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ON THE /-ADIC IWASAWA ¿-INVARIANT IN A //-EXTENSION

EDUARDO FRIEDMAN AND JONATHAN W. SANDS

(WITH AN APPENDIX BY LAWRENCE C. WASHINGTON)

Abstract. For distinct primes / and p , the Iwasawa invariant XT stabilizes

in the cyclotomic Zp -tower over a complex abelian base field. We calculate

this stable invariant for p = 3 and various / and K. Our motivation was

to search for a formula of Riemann-Hurwitz type for XT that might hold in a

p-extension. From our numerical results, it is clear that no formula of such a

simple kind can hold. In the course of our calculations, we develop a method

of computing XT for an arbitrary complex abelian field and, for p = 3 , we

make effective Washington's theorem on the stabilization of the /-part of the

class group in the cyclotomic Zp-extension. A new proof of this theorem is

given in the appendix.

Introduction

Our purpose here is to investigate the connection between a certain type of

cyclotomic Iwasawa A¡ -invariant attached to a base field and the corresponding

invariant attached to an extension field of degree prime to / . To simplify this

investigation, the base field K will be a finite complex abelian Galois extension

of the rational field Q, and the prime number / will be odd. A Z/-extension of

K is a field extension 8,/K such that Gal(Â/K) is topologically isomorphic to

the additive group Z¡ of the /-adic integers. The cyclotomic Z/-extension K¡oo

of K may be defined as the unique Z/-extension of K contained in the field

obtained by adjoining all /-power roots of unity to K . Fix an embedding of

K¡oo in the complex numbers C, and let x represent complex conjugation. Let

K¡n be the subfield of A/» having degree /" over K, and let A¡(K¡n) be the

/-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of K¡„. Complex conjugation acts on

this group, and we let Aj(K¡n) denote the subgroup consisting of elements c

such that cT = c-' . The theorems of Iwasawa [12] and Ferrero and Washington

[6] imply that there exist integers N(K), k~ = Xj(K) and v~ = vf(K) such

that the order of Aj (K¡n ) is given by the formula

\Ar(K,.)\ = r*-+t'-
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for each n > N(K). Iwasawa [13, p. 272] noted that Xj(K) depends only on

A*/oo, and not on the particular base field K. Thus, one could also denote the

invariant Xj(K) by Xj(K¡°c,).
We now consider a finite normal extension L/K such that L is also a CM

field. For simplicity, we even assume that L is abelian over Q, and that

[L : K] = p, a prime number.

When p = I, the invariants Xj(K) and Xj(L) are related by a formula
proved by Gras [10], which is an analog of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula re-

lating the genus of a curve to the genus of a covering curve. Kida [15] and

Kuz'min [16] independently proved the formula without assuming that K and

L are absolutely abelian, so we will refer to it as the Gras-Kida-Kuz'min for-

mula. The reader will find a thorough survey of this formula in Jaulent and

Michel's article [14]. In our examples, L will not contain the primitive /-th

roots of unity, so let us make that assumption now and describe the Gras-Kida-

Kuz'min formula in that case.

When t«; is a place of L¡oo , denote the ramification index of w in L/oo /A*/oo

by e(w). Then

( * ) Xj(L) = [L/oe : K,~]Xj(K) + l- J>(u;) - 1),
w

with w running over all places of L/<x, which do not lie above / and are

not fixed by complex conjugation. This is the formula which motivates our

investigation.

For the rest of this paper, / and p will be distinct odd primes (exception:

in the appendix, I or p may be even). Iwasawa has pointed out that one

cannot expect to find a formula like (*) relating Xj(L} and Xj(K) in this

case. Suppose, for instance, that / = 2p + 1, K = Q(y/^I) c L = Q((/). Then
the class number of K is less than / ; in particular, it is not divisible by /. The

/-extension K¡n/K has only one ramified prime, so that the class number of

K¡n is also not divisible by / (see [11]). Thus, Xj (K) = 0. On the other hand,

Xj (L) is the index of irregularity of /, at least for / less than 4 million (by
[22, 4, 5], and [1]). This index of irregularity is a subtle invariant, for which no

simple formula is anticipated.
Rather than simply consider Xj (L) and Xj (K), we will define similar invari-

ants which also depend on p . Let Kpoo denote the cyclotomic Zp-extension of

A*, and Kpm denote the intermediate field of degree pm over K. Let Aj(Kp°o)

be the direct limit of the groups Aj(Kpm) under the natural maps. Washington

[25] has proved that there exists an integer M(K) such that the inclusion maps

induce isomorphisms Aj(Kpm) = Aj(Kpr) for all r > m > M(K). Hence

Aj(Kpoo) may be identified with any one of the finite groups Aj(Kpm), for

m > M(K). In §2, we will make use of Washington's more effective proof of

this result (see the appendix to this paper), which is obtained by modifying an

alternative proof by Sinnott [21].
The stable Xj -invariant which we will define arises from consideration of the

fields K¡npm . In keeping with our previous definitions, K¡npm denotes the field

of relative degree l"pm over K in the cyclotomic Z/ x Zp-extension of K, and

K¡npoo will denote the union of such fields for all m > 0. Washington's theorem

applies to K¡„, and so there exists an integer M(K¡„) such that Aj(K¡np°o) =
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Aj(K¡npm) for all m > M(K¡n). A consequence of the main theorem of [7] is

that in fact a single value M(K¡n) = M' works for all n . In §2, we will give a

new, analytic proof of this fact. Thus, for each m> M' and n > N(KpM' ), we

have

\Aj(K,npm)\ = \Aj(KlnpM,)\ = /«¿r(V>+V(V>.

This shows that Xj(Kpm) = Xj(KpM') and vj(Kpm) = vj(KpM<) for each

m > M'. We define the invariant Xj (Kpoo ) = Xj (K w ), which may then

be considered as the p-stable version of Xj(K). Upon setting vj(Kp°°) =

vj (KpMi ), we see that the formula

\Aj(K,npao)\ = ini7{K,oo)+u-(Kpoo)

holds for each n > N(KpM> ).

The invariant Xj(Kpoo) is our principal object of study. We will consider

the relation between Xj(Kp°o) and Xj(Lpoo). In other words, we will consider

the /»-stable Xj -invariant in a /^-extension L/K. The main reason for passing

from L/K to Lp<x /Kp<x is that the behavior of the places in the p-extension

Lpoc /Kpoo is particularly simple: all places other than those above p must either

ramify or split completely. However, as our numerical calculations show, this

does not suffice to make a formula of Riemann-Hurwitz type hold.

We emphasize that the Gras-Kida-Kuz'min formula (*) assumes L/K to
be a Galois /-extension. Gold and Madan [9], following Ruck's work [18] on

the Hasse-Witt invariant, dealt with certain non-Galois /-extensions L/K of

CM fields. They proved a formula relating Xj(L) and Xj(K) which is not

of Riemann-Hurwitz type. It seems then that the Hasse-Witt invariant, rather

than the genus, is the closer geometric analogue in characteristic / of the Iwa-

sawa Xj -invariant. For one thing, neither the Xj nor the Hasse-Witt invari-
ant assigns a special role to wild ramification in the known analogues of the

Riemann-Hurwitz formula. Even more germane to this paper, for neither in-

variant is there yet any idea of how it changes in an extension of degree prime

to /.

1. Stabilization of the relative /-class number in the Zp-tower

Let K be a totally imaginary abelian number field and let Kpm be the w-th

layer of the cyclotomic Z^-extension of K as in the introduction. Let Kpm be

the maximal totally real subfield of Kpm . We denote the class numbers of these

fields by /z+ and hm, respectively. The relative class number of Kpm is the

integer h~ = hm/h+. Let v¡ be the usual valuation at the prime /, and for

any rational number g, let (g)¡ = lVl^ . Then \Aj(Kpm)\ = (h~)¡, and this is

what we wish to investigate further when / and p are distinct odd primes. For

simplicity, assume from now on that p2 does not divide the conductor of K.

(Lemma 1 of [24] shows that there is no loss of generality in doing so.) This

implies that pm+x exactly divides the conductor of Kpm for m > 1. When %

is a character of A = Gal(A*/Q), with conductor fx , the associated primitive

Dirichlet character modulo fx will also be denoted by %, and will be called a
character corresponding to K. For a nontrivial Dirichlet character 6 modulo
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/, the generalized Bernoulli number Z?ie is defined as

1   f

J 6=1

Fix a nonzero multiple a of the exponent of A. Let Ça = e2n,/a and F =

Q(Ca), so that F contains the values of each character x of A. Given a

positive integer m, we pick any prime I above / in F(^pm) and let vx be the

valuation at I extending v¡.

(1.1) Lemma. If m > 1, then v¡(h~/h~_l) > 0. Furthermore, ijVi(h~/h~_{)

> 0, then vx(BXtXV) > 0 for some odd character x corresponding to K and

some Dirichlet character y/ of order pm and conductor pm+x.

Proof. The lemma follows easily from the analytic class number formula and

the known integrality properties of BXxw (cf. [17] and [26, Chap. 7 exer-

cises]).   D

We apply the lemma as follows. Fix a value

( ** )

c > c' := vp(P~x - 1) + max ({vp(r- 1) : r prime, r ^ /,  r\a), vp(a) - 1, Oj.

If [ is a fixed prime above / in F(t¡pC), this choice of c ensures that I re-

mains inert in F(Çpd) for d > c, so we may also denote the prime over [ in

F(Cpd) by I. To see that I remains inert, note that we may assume I \ a.

Otherwise we may just remove all factors of / from a, which leaves d and

the relevant residue degree unchanged. Since d > 1, we may also assume

that p\a. Otherwise we just replace a with pa. Let a = Y[rf be the fac-
torization of a into prime powers, and let t be the exponent of the group

(Z/aZ)x 2 F] (Z//fZ)x £ Y\Z/(n - l)/f-'Z. Thus, p - 1 \ t and

k:=vp(t) = max (\vp(rt■- 1)}, vp(a) - l).

Writing t = (p - 1) ■ pk ■ s, we have

vp(l< - 1) = vp((l"-xfks - 1) = vp((F~xf - 1) = vp(l"-x -l) + k = c'.

Hence, /' = 1 (moda) and /' = 1 (mod//) but /' ^ 1 (mod//+'). This
implies that 1 is inert in F(ÇpC>+l)/F(ÇpC>), and hence in F(Çpd)/F(Çpc).

For the rest of this section, we take p = 3 . For each character x of A, put

wx = fx/(fxh- F°r each integer y , define a polynomial

mx-l

Gy,x(T)= Y.y.(y + yi)T'eF[T].
1=0

(1.2) Proposition. L<?/ c, I ízam? ̂ />.? ai aèove If d > max{2c -1,2}, if

y/ is a character of order 3d with conductor 3d+x, and if vx (BXjXW) > 0, then

for each y = 1 (mod 3), 0 < y < 3C, there exists a primitive 3d~c+x-th root of

unity C such that Gy,x(Q = 0 (mod I).
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Proof. Assume that vx(Bx¡xw) > 0. Now we use the rational function fy(T)

defined in (A.O) of the appendix by

fy(T)=(      £       X(b)Tb\ I(Tm*y - 1).
^ b=y (mod 3C) ' '

0<b<mxy

Here we regard fy(T) as having coefficients in F . For the case of p = 3, it

is proved in (A.2) of the appendix that if vx(Bx,xv) > 0, then fy(Çy¥ ) = 0

(mod [), where (,v is a primitive 3rf+'-th root of unity independent of y, the

exponent y~x is taken 3-adically, and y is as in (1.2). From the definition of

fy(T), we then see that

o < vx (mf)) = Vi fczmcA - vi (cy;,m*y -1).

Hence,

]T*(Z>)C£~,e = 0   (modi).
b

Writing b = y + 3ci allows us to sum instead over i from 0 to mx - 1, yielding

mx-l

o= ^2x(y + yi)^"y'C¥ = GytX(CKv   (modi),
1=0

upon setting C = C£ 3 ■ Since (,v is a primitive 3d+x-ih root of unity and

d > c,  £ is a primitive 3rf~c+l-th root of unity. The proposition follows.   D

As a consequence, we obtain the following effective versions of Washington's
theorem for the case of p = 3.

(1.3) Proposition. Let K be a complex abelian number field with conductor

not divisible by 9 and let a be a multiple of the exponent of A = Gal(A*/Q).
Define F = Q(Ça), fix c as in (**), and choose a prime I of F(Çy) above

I, where / ^ 3 is an odd prime number. Let cf denote the ring of integers of

F(Çy). For each character x of A and each integer y, let Gya(T) be the

image of Gy,x(T) = Z^1 x(y + 3e/) P in (cf/l)[T].
Suppose that d > max{2c - 1, 2}, let hd denote the relative class number

of K3d and suppose that for every odd character x corresponding to K, there
exists an integer y = 1 (mod 3), 0 < y < 3C, such that for each primitive 3c-th

root of unity r in cf/l, we have that *T3        —7 does not divide Gy¡x(T) in

(6f/l)[T]. Then vt(j^=0.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. If v¡ I -^j— J > 0, then vx(BXiXV) > 0

for some odd character x corresponding to K and some character ip of order

3d and conductor 3d+x, by (1.1). Let cf' be the ring of integers of F(Çy-c+\),

so that cf c cf', and recall that we can also regard I as a prime of cf'. Fix an

arbitrary y = 1 (mod 3) in the range from 0 to 3C. Applying (1.2), we see that

Gy<x(Q = 0 in cf'/l, for some primitive 3d_c+'-th root of unity Ç in cf' with
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image Ç in cf'/i. Since I is inert from cf to cf', the corresponding residue

field extension is of degree 3d~2c+x , and is generated by C • Now £ satisfies the

polynomial *T3 ¥-recf/\\T] for some primitive 3C root of unity f in O.

Because it is monic of the correct degree, this must be the minimal polynomial

of £. We conclude that T3 -r\Gya(T). Since y was arbitrary, this

completes the proof by contradiction.   D

(1.4)   Corollary. Let K and c and p = 3 be as in (1.3). // 3d~2c+x > mx for

each odd character x of A, then v¡ I —f- 1=0.

Proof. The condition (T3 ~ ^ -7)\GX ,X(T) of Theorem (1.3) holds for each
X, because our assumption means that the degree of the first polynomial is

greater than the degree of the second. Note that GXx is not the zero polynomial

because the constant term is ^(1) = 1.   D

2. Stabilization of Xj in the cyclotomic Zp-tower

As before, we let p and / be distinct odd primes, and let K be a complex

abelian field. We also assume that neither I2 nor p2 divides the conductor of

K. Again there is no loss of generality in doing so. We assume known an M

such that

(2.0) \Aj(Kpm)\ = \Aj(KpM)\

for all m > M. Equivalently, as we saw in § 1,

(2.1) Bx,e£0   (modi),

where 6 = X¥pm • X is anY odd Dirichlet character of K , y/pm is any primitive

Dirichlet character of conductor pm+x and order pm , m > M, and I is any

prime above / in Q(d).
We now show how /-adic L-functions allow us to pass from Kpm to Kpm¡n

in (2.0). Denote the /-adic Teichmüller character by a>/ and let L¡(s, 6coi) be

the /-adic L-function satisfying (see [26, p. 57])

(2.2) Li(0,dco,) = -(l-6(l))BXte.

Let W(T, dco/) be the Iwasawa power series associated with 6cu¡ , as in [26, p.

123]. Then

(2.3) Li(s, 6coi) = g'(us-l,ecoi),

where u = ue = l (mod /), u ^ 1 (mod I2).
If i//¡n is a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor /"+' and order /"

(n > 1) , then

(2.4) L,(s, dy/¡nCOi) = ïï(ÇinUs - 1, dco,),

where £/* = y/¡n(u)~x is an /"-th root of unity. By possibly increasing M to

an M' that depends only on K, I, and p , we can obtain

1-0(/) = l-/•/->(/) ^0   (modi)

for m> M'. For such m , it is clear from (2.2)-(2.4) that Bx e £ 0 (mod I) is

equivalent to BXteVin ̂ 0 (mod [') for all n > 0, where t is the unique prime
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above I in Q(0, ./->). Hence, \Aj(Kpm¡n)\ = \Aj(KpM>ln)\ for m > M' and

n > 0. It follows that Xj(Kp0c) = Xj(KpM').

In short, an explicit form of Washington's theorem (i.e., knowing M in (2.0))

and some elementary number theory (to ensure that 1 - xWpm(l) "*= 0 (mod I) )

give an explicit level K m> at which the Xj -invariant stabilizes. Moreover, the

same technique would apply to any CM-field K for which the /-class numbers

were known to stabilize in the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K .

In our numerical examples, in which p = 3, we will take advantage of our

computation of Gy<x (see §1) to obtain the stabilization of Xj in a somewhat

different manner (see §4).

3. Computation of Xj for a complex abelian field

We assume that / is an odd prime and that k is a totally imaginary abelian

number field of conductor not divisible by I2. The invariant Xj(k) will be

computed via its connections with /-adic L-functions, as in [3].

Let coi be the /-adic Teichmüller character modulo /, and let u = exp/(/) =

1 + / + /2/2! + • • • in Z/. Suppose x ¥" <*>jl is an odd character associated

with k. By our assumption on the conductor of k, the /-adic L-function

L¡(s, xcoi), defined for s eZ¡, has a unique associated power series
oo

$(T,xtol) = YjalV,
¡=o

with coefficients in the ring cfx = cfxw¡ obtained by adjoining the values of x

to Z/, such that L¡(s, x(o¡) = G(us - 1, x^i) • The power series 2?(T, xcoj)
has a /"./-invariant, which may be defined to be the least / such that a, does

not lie in the maximal ideal of cfx . Such an i exists by the theorem of Ferrero
and Washington [6]. Set

Xi(Xa>,) = X,(3?(T, xco,)).

Then, again by virtue of our assumption on the conductor of k ,

(***) Xj(k)=   ^2 Ài(X(Oi),
XÏcoT'

where x runs through all odd characters associated with k (except cojx in the

event that it is associated with k ).

Our computation of Xi(xco¡) = X¡(S?(T, xo>i)) is based on the following
result. We will use the convention that log/ on Z* is defined by the power

series for log(l+x) when i= 1 (mod/) and log¡(i) = log/(i/co¡(i)) in general.

For each positive integer n , let w¡»(T) = (1 + T)1" - 1 , and define the integer-

valued function L[n(i) by

0 > L[«(i) > -I" , L¡n(i) = log/(/)//   (mod /").

(3.1) Proposition. If xto¡ is a nontrivial primitive Dirichlet character with con-

ductor f = f0 or f = f0l, l\fQ, then

r+1 /o-i

-fo?(T, xco,) = E E J'X(i + Jln+1)(l + TTL!"W   (mod w,,(T)).

% ;=°
Proof. This may be derived from the formula immediately preceding the state-
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ment of Theorem (1.2) in [3, p. 103]. Simply multiply both sides of that
formula by (1 + T)k and sum over k .   D

(3.2) Corollary. Let x oe an odd character satisfying the conditions of (3.1),
and let n be a positive integer. Then

(/"+1-l)/2  //0-i \

-f^(T,xco¡) = 2    £     [Y,J-X(i + Jln+l)){l+T)-L",{i)    {mod w,,(T)).

%      V=° I

Proof. The sum ¿Zfjj0l(fo~ l)x(i+jln+l) vanishes for each i because i+jln+x

runs through a complete residue system modulo fo which is constant modulo

/, and x may oe factored as a nontrivial character modulo fo times a character
modulo /. Setting j' = fo-l-j and i' = ln+x-i, we observe that x(i+jln+l) =

~X(i' + j'ln+i) ■ Thus, the inner sum in (3.1) is the same for i (summing over

j ) and for i' (summing over f, which is equivalent). Now L(i) = L(i'), so

we see that the same term in the outer sum in (3.1) is obtained for both i and

¡i — ¡n+i _ i ^ implying the result.   D

4. The algorithm

The algorithm for computing Xj(KpX>) may now be described in full. We

assume that p = 3, that / > 5 is a prime, and that K is a complex abelian

number field with conductor not divisible by I2 nor by p2 = 9.

Corollary (1.4) and Proposition (1.3) provide the basis for determining an

M such that

\Aj(K3*)\ = \Aj(K3-)\.
This is the first step mentioned in the introduction. First we calculate d as in

(**) in § 1 and choose c = c'. Thus, if F is the field of character values of

A = Gal(A*/Q), then each prime I above / in F(Çy) remains inert in F(Ç3a)

for d > c. Then we determine the smallest d such that 3d~2c+l > max^ {mx} ,

where mx = fx/(fx)i > and d > max(2c -1,2). By (1.4), we may take M =
d-l.lfM = d-l> max(2d - 1, 2), we try to reduce this choice of M by
using Proposition (1.3) as follows. For each odd character x • we set y = 1 in

Proposition (3.1) and verify that

(TiM-2c+i-r)\Gy,x(T)

for each 7 of order 3C in (cf/l)* . If we succeed, then (1.3) shows that M can

be reduced to M- 1. In this case, as long as the new value of M is still greater

than or equal to max(2c - 1, 2), we use (1.3) again to try to further reduce

M. If the verification fails, we try another value of y = 1 (mod 3C). This is

repeated until there are no y 's left to try, and we can reduce M no further.

Having finished the first step of the algorithm, we have obtained a value of c

and, for each odd character x of K, an M > max(2c - 1, 2) - 1, and a y = 1

(mod 3), 0 < y < 3C, such that

Gy,x(Q±0   (modi)

for any primitive 3d~c+x-\h root of unity £, where d > M. Suppose we now

replace x by x ¥i" > where y/¡n is a primitive Dirichlet character of conductor
l"+x and order /" , n > 1. One checks that c' in (**) is unchanged. There is a

unique (totally ramified) prime I' above I in the new field of character values.
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We now make the further assumption that 3 does not divide the conductor of

K. Thus, mx= fx. Since the values of y/¡n are congruent to 1 modulo I', we
have

Gy,XVtn(T)=   £   X(y + yi)Tl

¡=o

fx-U"+[-l

= EE x(y+y(i+kfx))T'+kf*
1=0    /c=0

= Gy,/(r)(^r+l-i)/(r^-i)(modi').

As 3 \fxln+x, we have Gy<m„(Q £ 0 (mod I') whenever Gy>x(Q £ 0 (mod I)

and £ has 3-power order. Applying Proposition (1.2) to A*/«, we see that

\Aj(Km„)\ = \Aj(K,Ml„)\

for any d > M, n>0, where M is as determined above for K. We conclude

that if neither I2 nor 3 divides the conductor of K, then Xj(K3oo) = Xj(Kyu),

where M has been determined in step 1 (we take an M that works for all odd

characters x of K ). This completes the second step.

Our third and final step is the computation of Xj (K$m ). First we invoke

(* * *) with F = K-iM , so that

*j(Kp*')=   E ¿¡(Xa;),
x*«>r'

where x runs through all odd characters associated with K-¡m . Then (3.2)

allows us to compute Xi(xco¡). Since w¡¡ = (1 + T)1 - 1 e (P, /), we may take

n = 1 and determine Xi(xco¡) = X¡(G(T, xco¡)) as the lowest power of T in
the sum in (3.2) whose coefficient does not lie in the maximal ideal of tfx , as

long as this answer is less than /. Otherwise, we determine X¡(G(T, x^i)) by

choosing larger values of n as necessary. This completes the algorithm.

5. Computations

Computations were performed using Mathematica on the Silicon Graphics

Iris 4D/480 at the Computer Facility of the University of Vermont Division of

Engineering, Mathematics, and Business Administration. Steps one and three

are easily reduced to testing the divisibility of various integral elements in a

cyclotomic field Q(£c) by a prime above /. We represent such an element by a

polynomial q(Çc) in £c, and let Oc(x) be the minimal monic polynomial of £c

over Q. In (Z/lZ)[x], an irreducible factor Cc(x) of Oc(x) corresponds to

a prime of Z[£c] above /, namely 1 = (/, Cc(£c)), where Cc(x) is any lifting

of Cc(x) to Z[x]. Then q(Çc) lies in I if and only if Cc(x) divides q(x) in

Z/lZ[x]. This condition may be tested in Mathematica by taking the greatest

common divisor of Cc(x) and q(x) modulo / to see if it is different from 1.

In order to check our program, we used it to compute some invariants which

could be verified independently. First we computed Xj for three fields, each

of which is a composite of an imaginary quadratic field and a cyclic cubic field.

Namely, we took the composite of Q(\/-ll) with the cubic subfield of Q(Ci),

the composite of Q(\/-19) with the cubic subfield of Q(Çj), and the composite

of Q(\/-13) with the cubic subfield of Q(£i9). We obtained the values 3, 2 and
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6, respectively. These are in agreement with what one obtains by applying the

Gras-Kida-Kuz'min formula (*) for an extension of degree 3 over an imaginary

quadratic field. The invariants for these imaginary quadratic fields are found

in Gold [8]. We computed Xj(Q(ÇXg)) = 7, in accord with Childress [2], and
verified the values 1 and 2 of A5 for two individual characters (the product of

the 5-adic Teichmüller character and the quadratic characters of conductor 37

and 53) considered by Ernvall and Metsänkylä [5].

Table of Results: Computations when p = 3, K = Q(y/—D) and L is

the relative cubic extension of K contained in A*(£r). "Jump" denotes the

difference in the two preceding columns after subtracting the contribution due

to trivial zeros.

D
4
4
4
7
7
7
11
11
11
19
19
19
31
31
31

210
3
3
3
19
19
19
31
31
31
143
143
143
7
7
7

19
19
19

r

7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19
7
13
19

X
-(K)

1
1

1
0
0
0
2
2
2

-(L)

1
3
1
0
0
0
2
4
4
1
3

3
3
3
6
1
1

3
1
1
3
2
2
4

(K3.
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
2
2

) A7

2
2
2

(L3o

3
3
3
0
0
0
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
1
3
3
1
3
9
1
3
4

6
9
8
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

Jump

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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It is worth noting that in the first and second lines of the table, the value of

Xt(L3oo) is the same even though the splitting behavior of the ramified primes

is different in each case. In the first case, there is a unique ramified prime,

which is inert from the maximal totally real subfield, while in the second there

are two ramified primes which have split from the maximal totally real subfield.

The increase Xj (L3<x, )-Xj (K300 ) = 2 in all but one of the tabulated examples

for / = 5 and / = 11 is exactly accounted for by the trivial zeros of the

additional 5-adic L-functions which one must consider when passing from

K300 to L300 . Following a suggestion of L. Washington, we sought an example

with a nontrivial contribution to the increase by choosing fields K and L such
that the 5-rank of the ideal class group was greater for L than for K. He

provided the example of D = 210 and r = 7, in which these ranks are 2

and 0, respectively, while no trivial zeros of the associated 5-adic L-functions

occur. This forces Xj(L) to be at least 2. In fact, we found a conjugate pair

of 5-adic L-functions associated with L which had nontrivial simple zeros,

showing that Xj(L) = 2, while Xj(K) = 0. To our surprise, when passing to

L300, we found a second conjugate pair of L-functions with simple nontrivial

zeros. Consequently, A7"(L3oo) = 4, while Xj(K-¡oo) = 0. In this example, the

conductors involved are divisible by 3, which makes for minor modifications in

the algorithm described in the previous section.

The tabulated examples for / = 7 also reflect the occurrence of some non-

trivial and higher-order zeros modulo a prime above /, as seen in the positive

entries in the column labeled "Jump."

Appendix (by Lawrence C. Washington)

The purpose of this appendix is to prove the congruence needed for the proof

of Proposition (1.2). However, from this congruence it is possible to give a fairly

quick proof of the main result of [25], so we include it:

Theorem. Let £ and p be distinct primes, and let L be an abelian extension

of Q. Let Lpoo /L be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of L. Let Ie" be the exact

power of I dividing the class number of the n-th intermediate field Lpr,. Then

en is bounded as n —> 00.

The proof we give is basically a variation ofthat given by Sinnott [21], though

we avoid the use of p-adie measures. In a sense, we work in the style of [27].

First, we need some notation. Let I and p be distinct primes. Let q = p if

p is odd, q = 4 if p = 2. Any primitive odd Dirichlet character can be written

in the form xWn > where x is a Dirichlet character with #(-1) = -1 such that

pq does not divide the conductor / of x > and Wn has p-power order and
conductor qpn for some n , or is trivial. Let

j      QP"
BUXVn   =   -T^Y.b^"^

b=l

be the generalized Bernoulli number. Let cfx = Zi[x(l), x(2),■■■], let !F be
the field of fractions of cfx , and let Çp* be a primitive p"-th root of unity in

the algebraic closure «S"*"" of !F. Let I be the prime of <S"r. As explained in
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[24], to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that, for each such x »

X-Bx,XVn£0   (modÔ

for all n sufficiently large. For the proof of Proposition (1.2), we need to make

"sufficiently large" effective, at least in the case p = 3.

Fix c > 1 large enough that the extension &'(£/,")/'&'(£/>0 nas degree pn~c

whenever n > c. This is possible since a prime above I cannot split completely

in a global cyclotomic Z^-extension, hence must be inert starting at a certain

level; the present situation lies in the completion of such a situation. In the

following, we assume that n > max(2c -1,2), hence n > c.

Let mx = f if (/, q) = 1 and mx = f/q otherwise. Let q„ = mxqp" . Let

£ be a primitive qp"-ih root of unity. For y eZ, define Ay(Ç) e SF by

MO-    E    i-M*(W.
b=y (mod p'

b mod q„

where {x} denotes the fractional part of x (so 0 < {x} < 1 ). Then

<-*-'-wo=E({^H-{¿}W

b=y (mod pr) fc=y (mod pc)

0<b<qc-i 0<b<q„

Multiplication by £*-' -1^0 kills the second sum, so it must be 0. Therefore,

Ay(Q = fy(Q,

where fy(T) e&~(T) is given by

(A.0) fy{T)=[      E       X(b)Tb^/(T^-l).
" b=y (mod pc)

0<b<gc-i

Since x is odd, f-y(T~x) = fy(T).
Suppose now that \BXtXVn = 0 (modi).  Let y = 1 (mod/?).  Then (all

congruences are mod £ )

0 = Yrace^{rpn)mr } Uy/„(y) '   E  {-}^(è)^(6)

^^"-V^M-'E E {f}z(Ô)Vn(6),
a     h=„v   imr>H «n"-^   '•''"-'fc^ay (mod qp"   c)

0<b<qn

where a runs through the <t>(q)-th roots of unity in Zp . We have used the fact

that y/n(by~x)pC = 1 •«- (by~x)pC = a (mod qp") for some a •*->■ (èy'a-1)''' = 1

(mod #/?") ^ ¿>y_'a-' = 1 (mod qp"~c).
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Write b = ay(l + qp"~cz) (mod qp"). Then

¥n(b) = y/n(y) ¥n(l + QPn~c)z     (since n>2c-l)

= Vn(y)Cz¥f~c = Vn(y)$;yri-1,

where £^„ is some primitive qp"-th root of unity independent of y. Therefore,

»      /,=„v   ímnH fln"-MèppEa^ (mod qp"  c)

0<b<q„

Let t = 1 (mod />c). Change y to 0>, then apply ot : £„,„ i-+ £*,n. This is an

automorphism of &~(Ç,vj) over ^(Çpc) by the choice of c, and the congruence

mod £ still holds. Summing over all such t modulo qn , we obtain

o- kE    E    i^(*)tyi - ̂ E¿AV')-
a    b=ay (mod />c)   C       } a

0<ft«7„

Fix once and for all a set R' of representatives for the set of roots of unity a

modulo ±1. Since fay(Cw„ y   ) — f-ay(^  y   ), the above condition becomes

(A.1) 0=E¿A'O-
a<ER'

When p = 3, we have a = ± 1, hence R' = {1} , so we obtain

(A.2) 0 = /,«£')    (modi),

where Ç¥n is a primitive 3"+1-th root of unity independent of y, y = 1
(mod 3), 0 < y < 3e, and n > max(2c -1,2). This is the formula needed in

the proof of Proposition 1.2.
In the remainder of the proof of the present theorem, we only use (A. 1 ) in

the case y = 1. The following result is useful.

Lemma. Let tx, ... , ts e Zp be distinct mod pM for some M > 1. Suppose

there is a primitive pn-th root of unity Çpn, with n > M + c, and constants

cx, ... , cs e cf such that

¿c,£^ = 0   (mod£).
i=l

Then c¡ = 0 (mod £) for all i.

Proof. The hypotheses imply that Cp¿~'' £^(£/,0 for i ^ j . Therefore,

0 = Yracesr^y^r^Ç'' E *#•) = P"'^ >
/

SO    Cj   =  0 .        D

It is fairly easy to deduce Corollary (1.4) from this lemma. It is also possible

to use this lemma for larger values of p to prove a version of Corollary (1.4)
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for these primes as well. This is essentially what was done in the case of p = 5

in [23]. We show below how to use the lemma to obtain a proof of the theorem.

Let k = cf/(£r\cf) be the residue field of cf and let k be its algebraic closure.

Let ppoo c k be the set of /7-power roots of unity and let F be the ring of

functions from ppX to k . Let U denote the function given by U(x) = x for

all x e ppoc. For ß e Zp , we have Uß e F .

Let {ax, ... , ar} be a Z-basis for Z[{q}] = Z[£p_.], regarded as a subset of

Zp under some fixed embedding.

Corollary. The functions Ua], ... , U"r are algebraically independent over k.

Proof. Suppose we have a relation

E<V)C/£m,=0î    C{d)ek,    (d) = (dx,...,dr)ezr.
(d)

Since ax, ... , ar are linearly independent over Z, the exponents ">"■ a¡d¡ are

distinct in Zp , hence incongruent mod pM for some sufficiently large M. Take

any n > M + c and evaluate at any primitive pn-ih root of unity Çp*. The

lemma implies that c^) = 0 for all (d). This proves the corollary.   D

A similar proof shows that the ring k[{Ua}] = k[Ua', If-"1, ... ,Ua', U~a']

is an integral domain, so we may form its field of fractions k({Ua'}).

Let fa(T) e k(T) be the reduction of fa(T) modulo £. We claim that if
the theorem fails, then

E/a(t/a"') = 0
aeR'

in k({Ua'}).

Let Q(T) = T«<-> - 1 and Pa(T) = Q(T)fa(T) e k[T]. Write

no(i/rl)E^"')=E
ß£R' a€R' a€R'

HQ(U"~) Pa(Ua~)
ß*a

E ciUtl for some c, e k,     t¡ e Z[{a}].

Since Y\ß€R, Q(Uß ') 7= 0, it suffices to show that c, = 0 for each /'.

Evaluating the above at £„,„, we have that

i ß q€R'

by (A.l) with y = 1. If the theorem fails, then this congruence holds for an

infinite set of integers n . The lemma implies that c, = 0 for all i. This proves

the claim. We now need the following result.

Proposition (Sinnott [19]). Let k be afield, let Xx,... , X„, Z   (n > 1) be
indeterminates over k, and let Yx, ... , Ym (m > 1) be nontrivial elements of

the group n, Xf generated by Xx, ... , Xn in k(Xx, ... , Xn)* . Suppose that
Y\,..., Ym are pairwise multiplicatively independent (that is, for i ^ j, and

integers a and b, we have Yf = Y^ if and only if a = b = 0). Then a relation
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of the form
ri(Yx) + --- + rm(Ym) = 0

with rj e k(Z) can occur only if r¡(Z) e k for all j.

We apply this result as follows. Let X¡ = Ua< and Ya = IIa . Since a/a' £

Q unless a = ±a', the elements Ya for a e R' are pairwise multiplicatively

independent. Let ra(Z) = fa(Z). We obtain fa(Z) = da (mod £) for some

da ecf, for all a . Let a = 1. The coefficient of Z in the numerator of fx(Z)

is #(1) = 1 ^ 0. Therefore, fa(Z) ^ constant, so we have a contradiction.

Therefore, \BXaVn ^ 0 (mod £) for all sufficiently large n. This completes

the proof of the theorem.
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